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Zt wLs, therefore, concluded that after BOGARD-viewod
photoljraph of LSE HARVITZ Ost!R.LD, BOOARD bolioved that this v: :a
photograph of a person Mid had been at the Downtown LincolnMercury showrocm in Dallas looking at the automobiles there, and
had driven a car during a demonstration ride .
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NIGURL MARIANO CRUZ, also known as NIGUEL
MARIANO CRUZ ENRIQUEZ, was interviewed at his place
of residence, Apartment C, 2526 Raaant, home telephone
943-0082 . He stated that on August 9, 1963, he was
visiting a friend, CARLOS . . BRINGUIER, at a clothing
store operstsd by BRINGUIRR . He said that they wore
joined by a mutual friend, CELSO H . HERNANDEZ, who
said that he had observed an Individual passing out
leaflets on behalf of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee,
in the 700 block of Canal Street .
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He continued that all three thereafter went
in search of this individual, later determined to be
LEE HARVEY OSWALD .
CRUZ said that they found OSNALD is the 700
block of Canal, and that he was wearing a sign fixed
to his chest, which stated "Viva Fidel ." CRUZ &aid that
he had also taken a sign with him when departing from
the store and at this point exhibited it . He said it
read "Danger only 90 miles from U .S . ." He Informed that
the sign bore additional statements, now unrecalled .
On arrival, BRINGUIER recognized OSWALD as
a person who had come to the clothing store a few days
previously to offer his assistance in working in the
Anti-Castro movement . At this point, CRUZ advised that
BRINGUIER is a member of the Cuban Student Directorate .
CRUZ said that BRINGUIER called OSWALD a traitor to his
country and there was thereafter an exchange of heated
remarks . He said that he did not readily understsnd all
of the comments passed due to his limited knowledge of
the English language . He continued that during the
arguments, a crowd gathered and someone pushed OSWALD,
who dropped leaflets he was carrying . He said OSVALD
placed his hands behind his back and told BHINGUIER to
hi< his . He said BRINGUIER refused and that it was
approximately at this point that the New Orleans Police
arrived on the scene .
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